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Global, connected and easy: K2 mounting systems are used in more than 130 countries
Our USA location will now operate under the name K2 Systems
K2 Systems continues to expand its growth with easy-to-assemble PV mounting systems that are driving the
energy transition in more than 130 countries with an installed capacity of around 16 GW. "With our eight
K2 locations and our strong network of over 120 partners, we support installers directly on site with highquality, suitable mounting systems and ensure reliable project planning with K2 Base. Personal, fast and
professional - that's K2," says Katharina David, Managing Director of K2 Systems.
With the turn of the year 2020/21, the company is also celebrating the global branding of K2 Systems, as the
company name in the USA is being harmonised. Our US headquarters in California, founded in 2012, will now
operate under the name K2 Systems and no longer Everest Solar Systems. Trademark restrictions had
previously prevented this until now. "It’s great that we have finally been able to register K2 Systems as a brand
here in the USA. We have been developing great products together for over eight years, learning from each
other and driving the expansion of renewable energies – we have always been part of the big K2 family," says
Andrew Neshat, Managing Director K2 Systems LLC.

A detailed interview series of the two managing directors can be found here.
Corresponding picture material is available here: www.k2-systems.com/en/press
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About K2 Systems
As a manufacturer of mounting systems for solar technology, K2 Systems has been developing innovative system
solutions for the international photovoltaics industry since 2004.
210 employees work on cost-efficient and trend-setting mounting systems for roofs across the world at the German
headquarters in Renningen and the seven branches in England, France, Italy, South Africa, Brazil, USA and Mexico.
International customers and partners are convinced by the high quality and functionality of the proven mounting systems
for installation on pitched and flat roofs or for tailor-made projects.
The longstanding experience, the service-oriented principles, as well as the personal touch in all dealings ensure that
K2 Systems is the ideal partner.
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